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ABSTRACT: In recent decades, the optimal use of dam reservoirs among water resource management
researchers has been of great interest. So, due to the high performance and capabilities of evolutionary
algorithms, in this study, using gray wolf optimizer algorithm (GWO) to predict Urmia Shaharchay dam
reservoir and present a short-term forecast program for next years. The gray wolf algorithm imitates
the hierarchy of leadership and the mechanism of hunting gray wolves in nature. In this algorithm, four
types of gray wolves consist of alpha, beta, delta, and omega have been used to simulate the hierarchy
of leadership. In this study, considering the annual planning and monthly intervals, the GWO algorithm
was firstly evaluated for prediction storage of Urmia Shaharchay reservoir during 2006-2014 years
and the results compared with the ICA algorithm. The results showed that the GWO algorithm, with
a high accuracy of 90%, provides better results in finding optimal response, convergence rate, and
lower computational cost compared to the ICA algorithm. The results of this study indicated that GWO
algorithm, an appropriate algorithm to solve the optimal operation of the dam reservoir system problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, population growth, increasing water
demand, water resources scarcity, and its non-uniform
distribution have increased the need for water resources.
These challenges have made the optimal management of
surface water resources more attractive, and management
programing to predict and control future water use will be
more important. Dam reservoir is one of the structures
used to save water resources and the use of surface waters
[1]. By prediction, the dam reservoir volume, in addition
to managing water resources utilization to meet the needs,
natural disasters such as floods and droughts, can also be
predicted and controlled. Many techniques are used to
investigate and predict the dam reservoir volume, most
of these methods require inaccessible input data, or the
measurement of this information requires a lot of time and
money to spend [2]. Meta-heuristic methods have become
significantly extant due to flexibility and avoidance of optimal
local encryption. Some of the famous meta-heuristic methods
include: genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization
algorithm (PSO), ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO),
artificial bee colony algorithm (ABC), and gray wolf optimizer
algorithm (GWO) [3-8]. Various studies have been carried
out in predicting dam reservoir field. Some of the first studies
carried out are Fahmy et al., Wardlaw and Sharif and Jian–
Xia, Chang, and Yi-Min [9-11].
*Corresponding author’s email: somayehemami70@gmail.com

According to the studies on prediction of dam reservoir
storage, it was revealed that the scope of studies on the
application of new meta-heuristic algorithms in optimizing
dam reservoir is limited, and most studies focus on the
application of genetic algorithm (GA) and performance
evaluation this algorithm has been used to optimally dam
reservoir. According to the high capabilities of meta-heuristic
algorithms in solving complex engineering problems,
especially in optimizing the operation of dam reservoir, in the
present study, gray wolf algorithm (GWO) algorithm, as a new
and powerful method for solving optimal operation of Urmia
Shaharchay dam reservoir with considered the water release
amount, dam reservoir storage has been used as decision
variables. Also, the results are compared with base methods.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Case Study
Urmia Shaharchay dam is a rocky stone-clay dam with a
clay core of 84 meters from a bedrock and 550-meter of crown
length on the Shaharchay river in 12 kilometers southwest,
and in the upper of Urmia city (Figure 1). The main purpose
of this dam is to provide the Urmia city drinking water,
industry and to meet the agricultural uses.
2.2. GWO Algorithm
The GWO algorithm mimics the leadership hierarchy
and hunting mechanism of grey wolves in nature. Four types
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2.3. ICA Algorithm
Pseudo code for the proposed algorithm as follows [13]:
1) Select some random points on the function and
initialize the empires.
2) Move the colonies toward their relevant imperialist
(Assimilating).
3) If there is a colony in an empire which has lower cost
than that of imperialist, exchange the positions of that colony
and the imperialist.
4) Compute the total cost of all empires (Related to the
power of both imperialist and its colonies).
5) Pick the weakest colony (colonies) from the weakest
empire and give it (them) to the empire that has the most
likely to possess it (Imperialistic competition).
6) Eliminate the powerless empires.
7) If there is just one empire, stop, if not, go to 2.
The input of data in raw form reduces the speed and
accuracy of the model, so the inputs and outputs must be
standardized between 0 and 1; hence, the data are normalized
as Equation 1:
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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lupus) belongs to the Canidae family. Grey wolves are
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of the food chain. Grey wolves mostly prefer to live in a pack.
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Table 2. Average, Max, and Minimum objective values for ten program execution times using proposed algorithms.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of dam reservoir storage in different months
in the years 2006-2014

Fig. 4. Dam reservoir predict for 1969-98 using GWO algorithm

desirable.
In Figure 3, the amount of Urmia Shaharchay dam
reservoir storage has been compared in different months
of the year using two GWO and ICA algorithms and the
measured storage amount of the dam.
In Figure 4, reservoir dam storage values are predicted by
GWO algorithm for 1398-1396, which indicates the strength,
efficiency and flexibility of the proposed method for solving
complex water resources problems.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, based on the capabilities and high efficiency
of meta-heuristic algorithms, the GWO algorithm was used
to solve the optimal operation problem of Urmia Shaharchay
dam reservoir system. Also, this algorithm was evaluated by
the objective function and desired constraints and the results
were compared with the ICA algorithm. The results showed
that the GWO algorithm has a suitable speed in finding
optimal response, so that the results are more favorable with
the optimal value of 304.572 and 3.06% decrease in the value
of the objective function compared to ICA algorithm. Also,
the results indicate a 2.01% error in the implementation of
algorithm GWO and a high coefficient of 90% between
measured and predicted values of this algorithm compared to
ICA algorithm in optimal operation of dam reservoir storage.
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